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FREEK L. BAKKER

Balinese Hinduism and
the Indonesian State

Recent Developments1

1. Introduction

During the last few decades Indonesian society has undergone a major
process of change. A military-bureaucratie elite, with at the centre Presid-
ent Soeharto (b. 1921), whose position is dominant, has played a major role
in this process. One of main features of the changes taking place is the
spread of thousands of Balinese to other islands of the archipelago, with
the result that their religion is now found not only in Lombok - where it
has existed for centuries - but also on other islands, such as Java, Sumatra,
Sulawesi and Kalimantan.

The aim of this article is to discuss some of the developments that have
taken place in Balinese religion, usually known as Hinduism or Balinese
Hinduism, over the past decade, developments that may be corollaries or
merely concomitants of the spread of Balinese to other islands. It is, of
course, beyond the scope of this article to describe all the current develop-
ments in Balinese Hinduism. The focus here will be on some important
trends in Balinese intellectual thinking and in government-sponsored reli-
gious education and rituals that seem likely to change the scope of Hindu
Balinese religion - which will no longer be a religion confined to the island
of Bali, but one encompassing the whole of Indonesia, perhaps even ex-
tending beyond the borders of that country, since Hinduism is a world
religion.

This article will concentrate on written sources in Bali and other Indo-
nesian islands where Hindus are living today, rather than investigate what
people are doing in the religious domain. The main sources are publications
from Bali and other parts of Indonesia, though I will also draw on inter-

1 This is the thoroughly revised text of a paper presented at the Third International
Bali Studies Workshop, held in Sydney on 3-7 July 1995. The author is grateful to
Dr. Hildred Geertz and several other participants for their comments on the paper
presented at the workshop.
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16 F.L. Bakker

views with native Balinese and with academies doing research on Bali. A
more in-depth investigation of the subject would require me to consult
other sources as well, for instance, information gathered in the field. As I am
not an anthropologist, I am not really qualified for such field research,
however. It is nevertheless to be hoped that the article will stimulate some
anthropologists to carry out the necessary complementary research on the
Parisada, its history and its present activities. As a result I am not able at the
moment to verify whether the new developments have really penetrated
into the villages. I am inclined to think that this is doubtful as far as the
villages of Bali are concerned, but suspect that the trends described in this
article are having more influence in Hindu communities outside Bali, as
they tend to be more dependent on nation-wide Hindu organizations. As
we shall see, it is these organizations in particular that are having a major
influence on developments in Balinese Hinduism as it is found throughout
the state of Indonesia as a whole.

Becoming citizens of Indonesia

Before surveying recent developments, we first need to take a look at the
situation the Balinese found themselves in following the Dutch conquest
of Bali in 1908 and at their reactions to this before the 1990s. In this
situation we can discern a number of different developments.

First of all there was a broadening of the political horizon on the island.
After the Dutch conquest of Bali in 1908 the island became part of the
colony of the Dutch East Indies. In addition to being Balinese, the inhabit-
ants of Bali became citizens of the new nation. This process was reinforced
by the independence movement, since the objective of this was an in-
dependent state encompassing the whole of the Indonesian archipelago.
Many Balinese intellectuals showed their support for the ideal by par-
ticipating in this movement.

A second important development was the introduction of modern
science and technology to Balinese society. This received an added im-
petus with the introduction of primary schools by the Dutch, followed by
the founding of primary schools by the Balinese themselves.

A third development was the establishment of Protestant and Roman
Catholic churches on Bali, confronting the Balinese with Christianity on
their own island. Later, after the birth of the Indonesian Republic, they
were also faced with Islam in a much more direct way than before. By far
the greater majority of the population of the new republic were adherents
of Islam. Therefore, in becoming citizens of the Indonesian state, the
Balinese Hindus became adherents of a minority religion, whereas pre-
viously in the Balinese principalities the princely Hindu culture had been
dominant, although there had been a degree of contact with Muslims
(Vickers 1987). In the traditional principalities their religion had moreover
been closely linked to the state: the prince was supposed to protect the
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religion of his state and the priests were expected to support the prince.
Now their position changed, however, and the Balinese Hindus discovered
that the politics and policy of the new Indonesian republic were far less
sympathetic to the religion of their ancestors than the politics and policy of
the Balinese princes. Whereas the Indonesian government recognized
Islam and Christianity as state religions, it refused a similar status for Hindu-
ism. One of the main conditions for official recognition of a religion by the
state which were imposed by the Indonesian Republic was that that reli-
gion should preach belief in one God, in accordance with the first pillar of
the Pancasila, the state philosophy of the Republic of Indonesia. So the
Balinese were forced to struggle first and foremost for an appropriate place
for their religion. As one would expect in view of what was said above, a
confrontation of this kind with their own government was new to them.

In the years before the Second World War, furthermore, contact with
Indian Hinduism was restored. This also was to have certain consequences
for Balinese Hindus.

An additional development, pointed out by the Balinese cultural anthro-
pologist Gusti Ngurah Bagus (b. 1933), is that the island of Bali is under-
going a process that is transforming its agrarian society into an industrial
one. Although a pre-eminently agrarian culture still prevails in the rural
areas, tourism has stimulated the rise of service industries, with a conse-
quent mobilization of people from other regions of Indonesia. This is an
accelerating process, requiring a set of new cultural values which will help
to consolidate the position of the Balinese Hindus in their confrontation
with these changes (Bagus 1993:70). On the other Indonesian islands this
need has been even more urgent: Balinese migrating to these other parts of
the Indonesian archipelago came to live in environments dominated
entirely by Islam and Christianity instead of their own Balinese religion.
This must have prompted many fundamental questions regarding their
traditional faith.

Preserving the religion of the ancestors

The reaction of some educated Balinese to this new situation is discussed
in detail in my book The Struggle of the Hindu Balinese Intellectuals,
published in 1993. Here I will highlight only the principal developments in
this connection.

First of all I wish to point out that the traditional religion of Bali is, in
fact, a local variant of Hinduism. This has enabled the Balinese to underline
that, unlike the inhabitants of many other Indonesian islands, they are not
adherents of some tribal religion but of a world religion of the same
standing as Islam and Christianity. In other words, government officials,
mostly Muslims or Christians, had to take them seriously. In addition they
argued that, notwithstanding the assertions of many Western scholars,
Hinduism is a monotheistic religion. The Balinese teacher and thinker Sri
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18 F.L Bakker

Reshi Anandakusuma (1912-1992) claimed that this was underlined by the
creed of the religion, 'Om sat, ekam ewa adwitïyam' (the Lord who pen-
etrates everything, who establishes everything, who is eternal, infinite and
omniscient, in reality He is one, without a second) (Anandakusuma 1966
11:114-5). The Balinese succeeded in their efforts to persuade the central
government of this in 1958.

A second important reaction was that some major modern Balinese
thinkers started placing greater emphasis on the emotional and mystical
aspects of their faith. They feit that their traditional religion was too ritu-
alistic. In this respect some of them were inspired by Indian Hindu thinkers
like Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948), Sivananda (1887-1963) and Sathya
SaiBaba(b. 1926).

Modern science and technology were accepted in a very positive way.
This has exercised a major influence on the view of reality of modern
Balinese Hindus. In this connection they had predecessors in such well-
known Indian thinkers as Vivekananda (1863-1902), Gandhï, §ivananda
and Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan (1888-1975), whose ideas were a great
inspiration to them.

A fourth reaction was the foundation of the Parisada Dharma Hindu Bali
(Council for the Hindu Religion in Bali) in 1959. The Parisada was a
modern Western-style organization designed to unite all Indonesian Hin-
dus under one umbrella. What is important to note here is that, since the
very beginning of the modernization of traditional religion in Bali, organ-
izations have been founded to provide a more modern response to the
challenges of modern times. These organizations were quite small, like the
traditional sekaha (or seka) - small organizations in the Balinese village
serving a wide variety of purposes, such as the performance of rituals,
music-making, and so on - from which, in fact, they developed. In the early
1920s, for instance, there were sekaha which had been originally founded
as neighbourhood savings banks but later developed into organizations
for discussing the traditional religion and the ways in which this religion
needed to be altered so as to be able to meet the challenges of modern
times. These organizations moreover were usually short-lived. In 1959,
however, twelve of them held a meeting with representatives from the
eight administrative districts of Bali and the directors of the offices of the
Ministry of Religion in these districts for the purpose of establishing the
Parisada. The government's initiative in the foundation of the Parisada was
crucial. An important factor here was the government's need for an organ-
ization that would help the Ministry of Religion as its Hindu counterpart
with the implementation of its policy towards the newly recognized
religion. The Parisada always cooperated closely with the government and
in turn could always rely on the government for financial support.

Another development that is important for the subject of this article took
place in 1963. This was the extension of traditional Balinese religion out-
side the confines of the island of Bali itself. Probably for the first time in
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history some of the holy water used in the ekadasarudra ceremony, a
major purification ritual, in 1963 came from Mt. Semeru in Java (see also
Bakker 1993:236-43).

The Parisada Dharma Hindu Bali a year later, in 1964, formulated a
Hindu creed which has come to be generally accepted by the majority of
Balinese Hindus. They believed that this creed, the panca gradha, would
enable them to preserve their religion in the confrontation with Islam and
Christianity, two religions whose tenets are also formulated in creeds. The
panca gradha comprises five points of dogma: belief in the existence of
Sanghyang Widhi as the only God; belief in the atman as the eternal, inner
essence of all living things; belief in karmaphala, or the fact that all actions
have their consequences; belief in samsara, or reincarnation; and belief in
moksa, or liberation from the cycles of reincarnations. Both the act of for-
mulating such a creed and the creed itself are unique in the Hindu world.

The same congress changed the name of the organization from Parisada
Dharma Hindu Bali to Parisada Hindu Dharma (Council for the Hindu Reli-
gion), thus stressing the fact that the Parisada was not confined to Hindus
from Bali alone. After the extension of the ekadasarudra ritual beyond the
boundaries of the island, this was a second indication of the intention of
Balinese Hindus to broaden the scope of their traditional religion. In 1986
the name of the central organization was changed again - this time to
Parisada Hindu Dharma Indonesia (Council for the Hindu Religion in
Indonesia), emphasizing that it was intended for all Hindus throughout the
Indonesian archipelago.

The first name bestowed on the organization reflected the situation of
1959, when Balinese Hindus first united to found a new umbrella organ-
ization. At that time they feit they were first and foremost Balinese, and in
the second place Hindus. In those days they could not conceive of there
being Hindus anywhere else in Indonesia. As Balinese who adhered to
their own traditional religion, they wanted to present a united front in the
face of the threat posed by a government composed of Muslims and
Christians from other islands. In their view, the Balinese were Hindus, and
people from the other islands were adherents of other religions. Even to-
day Balinese Hindus find it difficult to accept the fact that a Balinese may
be a Muslim or a Christian.

The change of name to Parisada Hindu Dharma, and later to Parisada
Hindu Dharma Indonesia, reflects a change in the membership of the organ-
ization, as well as in the situation of Balinese Hinduism. Since the congress
the Parisada held in Denpasar from 7 to 10 October 1964 was also attended
by people from Indonesian provinces other than Bali, some of these were
appointed to its Paruman Welaka (Council of Experts), though the majority
of the members of this were still of Balinese origin (Parisada 1970:23). The
Parisada also includes a Paruman Sulinggih (Council of Priests), all of
whose members (as far as I know) at the time were of Balinese origin. A
further step was taken in 1968 with the initiation of a process whereby
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adherents of tribal religions elsewhere in Indonesia, which the Parisada
regarded as local variants of Hinduism, were integrated into the Parisada,
the first of these being the adherents of the Toraja religion. The Karo Batak
of Sumatra - who wanted to remain true to their own religion - followed in
1977, and the Ngaju Dayak of Kalimantan - who for their part wanted to
remain loyal to their Keharingan religion - in 1980. At the congress held in
1968, Hindus of Javanese origin were appointed to the Paruman Welaka
(Parisada 1970:72).

In 1977 one of the Parisada's principal textbooks was translated into
Javanese, and in 1978 into Karo Batak. In the latter year another important
textbook was also translated into Javanese. At the 1986 congress (24-27
February) a Hindu of non-Balinese origin was appointed to the executive
committee for the first time (Bali Post, 28 February 1986:9). In the
meantime an increasing number of non-Balinese had begun acting as
pinandita (originally someone permitted to perform rituals for which a
pedanda, or Brahmin priest, was not required) (Parisada 1970:85). Many of
them, though only those who were Brahmans, later themselves became
pedanda. So far no non-Balinese Indonesians have been recognized as
Brahmans, however. During the preparations for the pahcawalikrama
ceremonies of 1989, a mass cremation for all Hindu deceased who still
remained uncremated was organized not only in Bali but also in the north
of Sulawesi. Rituals were performed not only on Mt. Semeru but also on
Mt. Rinjani, the highest peak in Lombok. The pancawalikrama also is a
major purification ritual, though of a lower rank than the ekadasarudra.

Another important development was the Parisada's decision in 1968 to
extend its close relationship with the government in general to the military
regime by joining the Sekretariat Bersama Golongan Karya (Combined
Secretariat of Functional Groups), whose name is usually abbreviated to
Sekber Golkar, or even shorter, Golkar. Golkar, created as early as 1964,
had been converted by the recently inaugurated President Soeharto into a
political party (though it was not formally a political party) that supported
his new military regime. Thus the Parisada became an integral part of the
regime (for more details on this see Bakker forthcoming), at the same time
offering the political party of the Soeharto regime an opportunity of in-
cluding the Hindus of Indonesia in the ranks of Golkar. It looked as
though the Parisada was following the new 'raja' (king) of Bali, the presi-
dent of Indonesia.

It was rewarded for its loyalty to the new president on 19 January 1983,
when the government fulfilled one of the organization's ambitions by
making nyepi, the traditional New Year festival which is held in March of
each year, a national holiday (Warta Hindu Dharma 187:17). Up to that
time only Muslim and Christian religious feasts had been observed as
national holidays.

Here we need to ask the fundamental question of who is using whom. Is
the government using the Parisada to implement its policies and achieve its
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political ends and win the support of the Hindus of Indonesia, or is the
Parisada using the government, which is supporting it financially and in
other ways, to implement its policies and achieve its political ends? I will
return to this question at the end of the article.

In the meantime the Balinese had begun providing instruction in Hindu
creed and doctrine for Hindu students at all schools and universities
throughout the country. Previously such instruction in the teachings of
Hinduism had taken place only within the narrow confines of Brahman
priestly circles. The instruction for all students in schools and universities is
facilitated by Indonesian translations of the Hindu scriptures and by a wide
variety of books on Hindu doctrine. After the defeat of the Indonesian
Communist Party at the end of the 1960s, religious instruction in schools
and universities was stimulated by the government to prevent a renais-
sance of what it called atheistic communism.2 But the use of modern,
western-type educational institutions for religious instruction dates from
earlier times - as far back as the 1930s (see Bakker 1993:42). And again
the question that arises is: who is using whom?

The Parisada Hindu Dharma Indonesia has thus tried to transform the
local Balinese variety of Hinduism into a national form of Hinduism for the
whole of the Republic of Indonesia. The reader should bear in mind, how-
ever, that the ideas of Parisada Hinduism may not be acceptable to the
population at large. Linda Connor, in a recent publication, describes the
resistance to the activities and ideas of the Parisada in another field of
Balinese religion (Connor 1996:195-217).

2. The 1990s: New ideas, new rituals, and new temples

In recent years there have been a number of new developments. In the fïrst
place the transformation of Balinese Hinduism into a national Indonesian
Hinduism was crowned by the decision to organize the Parisada Hindu
Dharma Indonesia congress for the first time in history in Jakarta, the
capital of Indonesia, namely from 9 to 13 September 1991.3 Up to that time
this congress had always been held in Denpasar, the provincial capital of
Bali. The congress of September 1991 took a further important step in
deciding to move the Parisada executive committee's seat from Denpasar
to Jakarta. The reasoning behind this move was that the executive com-
mittee would be better able to promote the interests of Hindus at the
national level (Warta Hindu Dharma 292:16-20). Another possible
consequence of this step may be that it will be possible for the government
to exercise greater control over the organization this way. The Parisada's
central office remained in Denpasar. Furthermore, in the 1990s Hindus of

2 The Indonesian Communist Party had abjured atheism in 1962 (Palmier
1973:213).
3 The next congress, that from 18 to 22 September 1996, was aiso held outside Bali,
namely in the Javanese city of Surakarta (Warta Hindu Dharma 353:3).
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Javanese origin were appointed to the Paruman Sulinggih (Warta Hindu
Dharma 356:39).

Two other developments that have taken place are in the field of ideas
and the province of ritual. In order to give an impression of the first of
these developments I will present a brief review of the ideas of Ngakan
Made Madrasuta, who since 1975 has published frequent articles in Warta
Hindu Dharma, a periodical put out by the Parisada Hindu Dharma
Indonesia. From 1992 onwards, many of his articles have dealt with the
relationship between Hinduism, Islam and Christianity. In addition to
offering a summary of his ideas, I will attempt an analysis of their back-
ground. I will also define his position in comparison with that of his
predecessors of a generation earlier.

As far as rituals are concerned, we see a continual extension of these
beyond the confines of the island of Bali, as well as the emergence of new
ceremonies, also on other Indonesian islands. The rituals are increasingly
Indonesian national in character. Another important development is the
construction, for the first time in the history of the Balinese religion, of a
number of important temples outside Bali. The implications of this are dis-
cussed below, where an overview will be p'resented of recent develop-
ments in Balinese Hinduism, taking place at a time when the generation
born after the foundation of the Republic of Indonesia was taking over the
reins from its predecessors.

There is, of course, a close relationship between ideas and rituals.
Balinese intellectuals themselves repeatedly claim that their particular form
of Hinduism comprises three closely related components, namely philo-
sophy, ritual, and ethics. It is often said moreover that the rituals are a re-
flection of Hindu doctrine (see, for example, Bakker 1993:76 and 174).

2. /. Ideas: A step towards greater assertiveness

Ngakan Made Madrasuta, who was born in the Balinese town of Gianyar
in 1951 (Madrasuta 1996: back cover), is one of the representatives of the
younger, post-independence generation. He studied at the Faculty of Law
of the Universitas Indonesia (University of Indonesia) in Jakarta in the
1970s, and has remained attached to this faculty down to the present day.
He is one of the countless Balinese born in Bali who have lived elsewhere
for a considerable period of time. Living away from Bali, as was mentioned
above, implies a confrontation with a society in which the dominant
religion is not Balinese Hinduism. In Jakarta, moreover, there are tendencies
towards secularism, often qualified by the term 'indifference' in Indonesia,
since open secularism or atheism is officially forbidden.

Madrasuta published his first articles in Warta Hindu Dharma in 1975.
At that time he wrote a great deal on tourism. After 1978 he stopped
contributing articles for a considerable period of time. In 1983 he was res-
ponsible for two articles: an Indonesian translation of a passage from Mi-
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guel Covarrubias' Island ofBali and a review of the autobiography of the
famous Indian freedom fighter Mahatma GandhI. His translation of the
excerpt from Island ofBali is very significant for our purposes: in the pas-
sage in question Covarrubias ridicules the attempts of Christian mission-
aries to convert the Balinese to the Christian faith. In 1992 Madrasuta
again started publishing regularly in Warta Hindu Dharma. This time he
concentrated on theological subjects, one of them the relationship between
Hinduism and other religions.

Tolerance

In almost all his publications on the relationship of Hinduism to other
religions Ngakan Made Madrasuta emphasizes the importance of
tolerance. He asserts that tolerance has always been very common in Bali.
From time immemorial Muslims have lived in their own villages here
without interference from the other inhabitants (Madrasuta 1993b). Un-
fortunately, however, the tolerance of the Balinese is passive. They tend to
accept others without questioning them. This has led to a spurious har-
mony (Madrasuta 1992). Madrasuta would very much like to see the
Balinese follow the example of the prince of Buleleng who in the nine-
teenth century allowed Christian missionaries to settle in Singaraja in the
belief that the arrival of Christianity would enrich the culture of Bali
(Madrasuta 1993a). Madrasuta would further like to see Hindus actively
defend their religion when others disseminate false information about it.
The Muslim thinker Emha Ainun Nadjib (b. 1953), whom J. Slob (b. 1926)
calls a poet of the emancipation of Islam as a faith (Slob 1994:58), asserted
that the relationship between the religions is comparable to that between
two opposing football teams trying to score as many as goals as possible.
In this connection it is important, in Madrasuta's view, to adopt the
attitude of the Indian Hindu philosopher Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, who
argued that tolerance is not the same as passivity, though one should
maintain a civilized attitude towards those with whom one is engaged in
debate (Madrasuta 1993 a).

Madrasuta believes that in a pluralistic context all religions should be
open-minded vis-a-vis the ethical and intellectual contributions of those
concerned with finding solutions to the problems confronting society.
Furthermore, we should aim at a dialogue between the adherents of the
various religions in order to clear up any misunderstandings and mis-
conceptions about other religions. A third point touched on by Madrasuta
is the prospect that religions will in future cease to constitute monolithic
blocks. Consequently senior secondary school pupils should be given
some idea of the discipline of comparative religion. Towards this end Hindu
students should be introduced not only to the differences but also to the
similarities between the tenets of Hinduism and those of other religions.
GandhI wrote in Young India as long ago as 6 December 1928 that it is
necessary to become acquainted with other religions and their holy books
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and to read these sacred books in translations made by people who
appreciate them. Gandhï believed that the philosophy of Hinduism
considers every religion as containing some elements of truth, which ought
to instil respect for other religions. Cognizance of other religions will only
increase the respect we feel for them (Madrasuta 1994a).

Superiority of Hinduism
Madrasuta holds the view that Hinduism should adopt this open and
tolerant attitude because, as the Indian Hindu philosopher Vivekananda
asserted, it is the mother of all religions. For this reason it should stimulate
its young followers to show discipline and mutual esteem (Madrasuta
1992). In other words, Hinduism is tolerant because it is the source of all
other religions. This view is the first indication of the attribution of
superiority to Hinduism as the oldest of all religions.

Hinduism is superior to all other religions not only because of its age,
however, but also by virtue of its content, especially vis-a-vis Islam and
Christianity. Whereas Judaism, Christianity and Islam hold that the first
man originated from the earth, Hinduism believes that he emanated from
thought. Furthermore, like Charles R. Darwin (1809-1882) in his book The
Origin of Species, Hinduism teaches that all creatures have a single origin
and gradually developed and diversified through reproduction. Judaism,
Christianity and Islam, on the other hand, maintain that each species was
created separately.

Unlike Judaism, Christianity and Islam, Hinduism does not believe in a
Day of Judgement. According to Madrasuta it is incorrect to put the kali
yuga and the mahapralaya on a par with the Day of Judgement, even
though these two Hindu doctrinal concepts are often compared to it. Nor
does Hinduism include any notion of the expiation of sins through ritual.
This would be in contradiction with the laws of karma. Rituals - such as
that of Siwaratrï, the nocturnal fast for §iwa, for instance - are intended
only to strengthen the human mind, thus equipping it better for the
individual's task in society, so that he will perform good acts and acquire a
good karma. Madrasuta believes that the American psychiatrist Ian
Stevenson has demonstrated that reincarnation is scientifically verifiable
(Madrasuta 1993b; 1993c). In other words, for Madrasuta the doctrine of
karma and reincarnation is quite in accord with the tenets of modern
science - here the theory of evolution and the evidence furnished by
Stevenson spring to mind. This doctrine moreover is less calculated to
make man fatalistic than is the doctrine of Judgement Day and the final
reckoning propagated by Islam and Christianity. Considerations such as
these have prompted the Japanese Buddhist scholar Daisaku Ikeda (b.
1928) to assert that it is a sign of superficiality for someone not to believe
in reincarnation (Madrasuta 1993/1994).

Madrasuta further points out that in all great religions God reveals
himself through human beings: the prophets or the maharsi. Time and
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again, however, the prophets of one religion are denigrated by the ad-
herents of other religions. As regards prophets, there is a difference
between Judaism and Islam on the one hand and Hinduism, Buddhism and
Christianity on the other. In Judaism and Islam the prophet also is a leader
of the people. In Hinduism, Buddhism and Christianity, on the other hand,
a prophet is merely someone who spreads the message of God while
leaving the affairs of state to the civil authorities. For this reason the
German Christian theologian Ernst Troeltsch (1865-1923) characterized
Judaism and Islam as legalistic religions and Hinduism, Buddhism and
Christianity as liberation religions (Madrasuta 1993b; 1993d).

Madrasuta moreover asserts that the authority of the teachings of the
prophets is sometimes disputable. For it is sometimes claimed that Muham-
mad tampered with the holy books of Judaism and Christianity, while in
Christianity only the Sermon on the Mount is said to have originated from
Jesus himself, the rest dating from much later times. Hinduism has the
advantage of not concentrating on any prophet but on God. In the
opinion of the Indian guru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami of the Shaiva
Siddhanta Yogi Order in Hawaii, Hinduism therefore is the most important
religion in the world. Whereas the other religions are focused on a human
being, Hinduism concentrates on the Absolute (Madrasuta 1993d).

With respect to the concept of mission, Hinduism again is superior to
Islam and Christianity. Although Hinduism engages in missionary activities,
it follows what is known as the 'empty pond' method: if the pond is there,
the frogs will populate it of their own accord. On this subject Gandhï said:
'Life is more eloquent than lips'. Compulsion and violence do not fit in
with a method like this - which cannot always be said of the missionary
activities of Islam and Christianity. It should nevertheless be noted that
many Christian theologians, among them the Roman Catholic theologians
of the Second Vatican Council, reject such methods, wishing only to bear
witness to Jesus Christ (Madrasuta 1994b).

In summary, Madrasuta believes that Hinduism is superior to other
religions for the following reasons: it is the oldest religion; its teachings are
more profound and more in agreement with modern science than are the
doctrines of Islam and Christianity; Hinduism is focused more on God and
delivers human beings from fatalism and gives them responsibilities; the
Hindu religion takes a more appropriate view of missionary practice; and
finally, unlike Islam, Hinduism is a liberation religion.

As we see, Madrasuta explicitly criticizes Islam and Christianity on
particular points. Where Christianity is concerned he does so with respect
not only to doctrine and specific missionary methods but also to attempts
by Balinese Christians to incorporate elements of the traditional religion of
Bali into their own religion. Thus some churches are built in the shape of a
pura, or Hindu sanctuary, and are even decorated in a style that obviously
has its roots in the art of Hindu temples. Furthermore, Christians in their
liturgy use rituals that resemble the rituals of the traditional religion of Bali.
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The Christians describe all this as enculturation but the Hindus, according
to Madrasuta, perceive these methods as no more than an attempt to win
people over. In addition he claims that it is wrong to distinguish between a
Balinese and a Hindu culture. There is a Hindu culture in the same way as
there is a Muslim and a Christian culture (Madrasuta 1994b).

Further analysis of Madrasuta 's views on the relation to other religions

No matter how superior Hinduism may be, according to Ngakan Made
Madrasuta the enculturation or assimilation of Balinese cultural elements
by Balinese Christians for use in their own religion, as indicated above,
shows that there is also a need for a certain demarcation between religions.
His notion of demarcation is illustrated by Robert Frost's dictum that
'Good fences make good neighbours': a fence protects a person's
possessions from other people while at the same time stopping that person
in his turn from damaging other people's property. This also applies to
religions, with their similarities and differences. Even if there is a fence,
however, people can still hear each other, so that there is still some mutual
contact (Madrasuta 1992). Madrasuta's plea for some sort of demarcation
indicates that he believes the Christians to pose a threat to the Hindus.
Without any demarcation they might conquer the whole of Bali.

It is worth noting that Madrasuta feels the Muslims to be less of a threat
to his religion - in any case, he is more critical of the Christians than of the
Muslims - and in this respect resembles others in Parisada Hindu Dharma
Indonesia circles. I posited in my doctoral thesis that this kind of bias may
be explained by the Indonesian social context: Indonesia is a country with
a Muslim majority, and criticism of a majority is less acceptable than
criticism of a minority, in this case the Christians. The Muslims themselves
are also critical of the Christians, it should be noted in this connection
(Bakker 1993:312). Another possible explanation may be that the majority
of Balinese who go over to another religion convert to Christianity.

As we have seen, Madrasuta refers to Vivekananda, Gandhï, Radha-
krishnan, Sivaya Subramuniyaswami, Daisaku Ikeda, Emha Ainun Nadjib
and Ernst Troeltsch in his articles. In addition his views on the relationship
between Hinduism and other religions have been influenced by the Swiss
scholar Frithjof Schuon (b. 1907), who has not been mentioned in this
article so far.

Other Balinese Hindu thinkers before him, such as Gede Pudja (1935-
1990), Gusti Agung Gede Putra (b. 1934) and Tjokorda Rai Sudharta (b.
1935), also refer to Vivekananda, Gandhï and Radhakrishnan. Madrasuta
has followed in their footsteps, preferring to draw his inspiration in his
thinking about the relationship of Hinduism to other religions from India
rather than from traditional Balinese religious thinkers, the pedanda and
nabe (spiritual masters of the pedanda). The writings of the Indian
religious thinkers obviously offer him a more solid footing (for more details
on this see Bakker 1993:302-8).
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What is new in Madrasuta's approach is that he also refers to non-
Indian scholars such as Daisaku Ikeda, Emha Ainun Nadjib, ErnstTroeltsch
and Frithjof Schuon. Daisaku Ikeda is a Buddhist who co-authored a book
entitled Choose Life: A Dialogue (translated into Indonesian as
Perjuangkan Hidup: Sebuah Dialog in 1987) with the British historian
Arnold Toynbee (1889-1975). Though Toynbee was a Westerner brought
up in a Christian environment in Britain, he believed in reincarnation (see
Toynbee and Ikeda 1976: preface), so that he cannot be regarded as a true
representative of Christianity, but rather as someone who was strongly
influenced by Christianity as well as being affected by Eastern ideas. Emha
Ainun Nadjib is a Muslim poet born in the Javanese town of Jombang.
Ernst Troeltsch was a leading Protestant theologian in Germany before the
First World War who wrote a great deal on comparative religion. Frithjof
Schuon, finally, taught in Geneva in the years following the Second World
War. He wrote many books, one of which, De l'unité transcendante des
religions (The Transcendent Unity of Religions), was translated into
Indonesian as Mencari Titik Temu Agama-Agama in 1987. This book
testifies to a deep sympathy for Islam, especially in its mystical forms. The
Indonesian Muslim Nurcholis Madjid (b. 1939) in fact calls Schuon a Sufi,
or adherent of the Muslim-inspired Sufi mystical movement (Madrasuta
1992). Schuon believes that mysticism is the core of all religion, though he
reserves the term 'mysticism' for the particular experience in Roman
Catholic monasteries, using the. word 'esotericism' for what others
generally refer to as mysticism. In esotericism people come into direct
contact with God through their intuition, which Schuon labels 'intellect'.
This esoteric religion is universal, constituting the transcendent unity of all
religions (Schuon 1948).

Schuon exercised a great deal of influence on the above-mentioned
Indonesian Muslim Nurcholis Madjid.4 It is therefore very interesting to see
Madrasuta also refer to this Swiss philosopher. It is as though he had
discovered an opening for entering into a discussion with prominent
Muslim thinkers in Indonesia and for establishing an area of common
ground with Muslim mystics by availing himself of the description of
Hinduism as a religion with a core of mysticism.

In his approach to other religions, Madrasuta is also following Gede
Pudja, Gusti Agung Gede Putra and a number of other members of the
Parisada Hindu Dharma Indonesia, in particular Tjokorda Rai Sudharta and
Ketut Panca Putra, though he gives the superiority of Hinduism greater
emphasis than they did. In his attitude towards Christianity he follows the
views of Ketut Panca Putra especially closely (for more details on this see
Bakker 1993). What distinguishes him particularly from Pudja and Sudhar-

4 On page 20 of J. Slob's Islam en Ontwikkeling (Slob 1994), where he describes
Madjid's thinking, we come across the same concepts as in Frithjof Schuon's De
l'unité transcendante des religions.
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ta is the slighter emphasis he seems to place on the scriptures - although
this might be no more than a personal impression on my part because of the
limited number of sources I was able to consult for this paper. To the state-
ment that Hinduism is the mother of all religions he adds the assertion that
the Vedas are the mother of all sacred writings - an assertion deriving from
Vivekananda (Madrasuta 1993d). His references to Daisaku Ikeda, Emha
Ainun Nadjib and Frithjof Schuon, as well as to Christian theologians like
Ernst Troeltsch and the Roman Catholic theologians of the Second Vatican
Council, testify that he desires - to a greater extent than his predecessors -
to participate in the debate among the religious thinkers of Indonesia. An
important factor here is that Madrasuta lives in Jakarta, where such people
as Nurcholis Madjid and Emha Ainun Nadjib also live and set the tone in
the national religious debate.

At the same time Madrasuta is eager to demonstrate that he is a loyal
citizen of the Republic of Indonesia by endorsing the plea for tolerance
that has been repeated so often by the government. A new element here is
his assertion that Hinduism is superior to other religions. This must be
intended as a challenge to the Musïims and Christians, who make the same
claim in respect of their own faiths. Or does he mean by his claim of
superiority for his own religion to demonstrate that Hinduism is a genuine
world religion, in the same way as Islam and Christianity? And is the
publication of such a claim in the most prominent periodical of the Parisada
- with its close links with the government - meant to testify to a genuine
desire to join the government in its attempts to persuade the Hindus of
Indonesia that it intends to be the patron not only of Islam but of all other
officially recognized religions in Indonesia?

2.2. Rites: Their spread across the archipelago

2.2.1. Ceremonies

Adaptation to Islam in daily life

The 1991 Parisada Hindu Dharma Indonesia congress also decided that
every Indonesian Hindu should perform the tri-sandhya three times daily,
namely early in the morning, at noon, and in the evening. The tri-sandhya
is a short purification ritual in which the hands are held one against the
other in front of the heart and the individual bends down in meditation and
utters six sacred Sanskrit formulae, including the famous Gayatrï-mantra
derived from the Rg Veda (Parisada 1978:75-7). The ritual dates from early
times (Bakker 1993:83-4), though C. Hooykaas (1902-1979) wrote in 1975
that he had never seen anyone in Bali, priest or layman, perform it
(Hooykaas 1975:253). Now, however, every Indonesian Hindu is obliged
to perform it, just as every Muslim has the obligation to perform the salat
five times a day (Setia 1993:2). In the light of Hooykaas' observations it is
questionable indeed whether the ritual will be performed as often and as
commonly as the Parisada wishes.
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The Hindu New Year becomes an occasion for national celebration

A second interesting development is the appearance since the declaration
of nyepi as a national holiday of official nyepi celebrations, called dharma
santi, all over the country, including one (from 1993 on) that is known as
the 'national celebration' or dharma santi nasional. This dharma santi
nasional is organized in a different place each year, on a day within two to
five weeks after the actual date of nyepi.5 The first time it was held in the
ancient Hindu temple near Prambanan, in Central Java, in 1994 in Jakarta,
in 1995 in Pandaan (East Java), which is surrounded by the remains of
temples and other buildings from the time of the early kingdom of
Majapahit, and in 1996 again in Jakarta. These ceremonies are generally
attended by Hindu government officials and by Vice-President Try
Sutrisno, who as a rule makes a speech on this occasion. When it was
staged in Jakarta, in 1994 and 1996, President Soeharto himself was
present (Warta Hindu Dharma 312:4-6, 39-41; 325:4-5; 337:4-5, 25-7;
349:4-6). Increasingly these dharma santi celebrations are attended with
what are known as ogoh-ogoh processions, in which large demon masks
are carried around through the streets of villages and towns (Warta Hindu
Dharma 348:15-22; 349:22-3). Since the dharma santi nasional of April
1993, the performance of nyepi rituals in the old Hindu temple near
Prambanan (which were officially performed there for the fïrst time in 1990)
has been continued (Warta Hindu Dharma 275:28; 348:15). It is clear that
this development towards a more national type of Hinduism is supported
by the national government. This is further underlined by the fact that until
1990 it was forbidden to use the temple near Prambanan as a Hindu
sanctuary (Warta Hindu Dharma 275:28), while only the government can
give permission to change the status of a sanctuary from archaeological
monument to religious temple.

Elaboration of the great purification rituals

Another new development is the increase in the performance of large-scale
purification rituals in the temple complex of Besakih. These ceremonies are
invariably attended by the vice-president - which is significant in light of
the fact that the only time such a major purification ritual was staged
during the regime of President Sukarno (1901-1970) only local Balinese
government officials attended. As far as I know, there is no historical
record of major purification rituals such as this being performed so com-
monly and so often. In recent times it has been staged in March 1993 and
March 1996.

5 In 1993 the date of nyepi was March 24, while the dharma santi nasional
celebration was held on April 24. In 1994 these dates were April 12 and April 19, in
1995 April 1 and April 15, and in 1996 March 21 and April 11 respectively.
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The 1996 ritual, which was called eka bhuwana, went as follows:
16 March. Performance of the melasti ceremony, during which the spe-

cial symbols of the deities of the temples of Besakih in the form of an in-
scription, a statue, and a box containing ritual objects or a more ephemeral
kind of symbol were borne in procession to the beach near Klotok, in the
district of Klungkung. There they were ritually bathed in the sea, refurbish-
ed and re-adorned with the appropriate material symbols of the deities con-
cerned (Stuart-Fox 1987:255-6). This ritual was combined with another ce-
remony, called mahayu senjata, which involved the ritual purification of
ancient weapons. This latter ritual is said to be specific to the eka bhuwana
ceremony.

20 March. The preparation of offerings, called caru panca sanak, for the
bhuta or negative powers6 in all the pura of the temple complex. At this
ceremony only &pedanda is allowed to officiate (Stuart-Fox 1987:191).

27 March. Another ceremony of purification of the statues and symbols
of the gods, but this time in the temple complex itself, and several
ceremonies to préparé for the advent of the gods in the temple, including
the ritual burial of a package containing silver, copper, gold, bronze and
iron coins, perfumes, and so on, as an offering in the vicinity of a sanctuary.

3 April. Performance of the bhatara turun kabeh ritual, which is a major
ceremony to welcome the gods who have descended in the above-men-
tioned symbols of the deities in the temples, and of the ngenteg linggih
ritual, a ceremony to (re)consecrate the seats of the gods and of the an-
cestors in the temples of the Besakih complex (Stuart-Fox 1987:112, 255).
This is the most important part of the eka bhuwana ritual.

14 April. Performance of a ceremony to complete the eka bhuwana
ritual as a whole (Universitas Hindu Indonesia 1996:29-32).

The tri bhuwana ritual of 1993 was more comprehensive than the eka
bhuwana ritual, since it included rituals in the sad-kayangan, the six main
temples of Bali (see section 2.2.2 below), and on the shores of Lake Batur
(Warta Hindu Dharma 307:4-12), which is the lake providing water for
the South-East Bali irrigation district around Besakih. Ida Pedanda Gde
Putra Telaga, who was president of the Parisada Hindu Dharma Indonesia
from 1991 to 1996, stated at the time that the celebrations of 1993 and
1996 represented a further completion of the ekadasarudra of 1979
(Warta Hindu Dharma 307:4). This was corroborated in two articles
published in the Parisada's journal, Warta Hindu Dharma, with quotations
from several texts from the Balinese religious tradition, in particular the
Indik Eka Dasa Rudra form the collection of the geria (residence of a
pedanda, or Brahmin priest) of Aan, in the district of Klungkung, and the

6 According to some Hindu intellectuals, however, these bhuta are associated with the
panen mahabhüta, or five elements of the macrocosm and microcosm (Bakker
1993:69).
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Ngeka Dasa Rudra from the collection of the geria of Taman Intaran in
Sanur (Warta Hindu Dharma 309:6-16). As at the ekadasarudra
ceremonies of 1979, holy water was brought from Mt. Semeru in Java and
from Mt. Rinjani on the island of Lombok {Warta Hindu Dharma 307:11-
2) - a re-affirmation of the all-Indonesian status of these rituals.

The wie of the state

It is significant that after the 1963 ekadasarudra, no tri bhuwana or eka
bhuwana rituals were performed. The reason for performing them in the
1990s would seem to be that Balinese Hindus are feeling an increasing
need for large-scale rituals with a national status as an equivalent of the
celebrations of Muslims and Christians, which are also attended by
members of the national government. Like the dharma santi nasional
celebrations, the tri bhuwana and eka bhuwana ceremonies were attended
by the vice-president of the Indonesian Republic, who made a speech on
both occasions (Warta Hindu Dharma 311:4-6; 348:4-7, 39). With this in
mind, one may perhaps also be justified in saying that the national
government for its part feels a need to promote itself as a government that
is supportive not only of Islam but also of other religions. Hinduism, the
religion that was a source of inspiration for the kings of the ancient
Javanese kingdoms, possesses a special status, and by supporting the
performance of and attending national Hindu rituals the government
demonstrates that it is following in the footsteps of the ancient Javanese
kings of Central and East Java, thereby reinforcing its own position as heir,
as it were, to these ancient kings.

A sign of hesitancy on the part of the government is the attendance of
the 'national celebration' of nyepi and the tri bhuwana and eka bhuwana
ceremonies by the vice-president rather than the president. President
Soeharto was only present when the dharma santi nasional was held in
Jakarta, which is his place of residence. And although the president did
attend the 1979 ekadasarudra and the 1989 pancawalikrama (Warta
Hindu Dharma 142:4-7; 261:25-8), these two rituals rank higher than
those of 1993 and 1996. The president has only twice made a speech on
such occasions, namely at the ekadasarudra of 1979 and at the dharma
santi nasional of 1996 (Warta Hindu Dharma 144:4-5; 349:4-5). It may
be that the president used silence as a way of enhancing his authority
since, as Margaret Wiener's study has shown, in traditional Bali (as well as
traditional Java) keeping silence is a sign that one is in the realm of the
divine (Wiener 1995).

Another possible reason for the government's reserve could be
reluctance to offend the Muslim majority by too conspicuous a presence at
Hindu celebrations. The inferior position of Hinduism vis-a-vis Islam in
Indonesia is confirmed by the circumstance that in 1994 the Hindus were
forced to postpone their nyepi celebration one month - from March 13 to
April 12 - in deference to the Muslim idulfitri celebration (to mark the end
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of Ramadan) on March 13 {Suara Pembaruan, 12 March 1994:1-2). This
could never have happened in nineteenth-century Bali. That the Muslims
might postpone their idul fitri celebration was obviously out of the
question from the outset.

2.2.2. Temples

On 3 July 1992 a new Hindu sanctuary was consecrated on the south-
eastern slopes of the highèst mountain of the island of Java, Mt. Semeru,
just above the village of Senduro. Plans for the new pura, known as Pura
Mandaragiri Semeru Agung, were initiated by a committee chaired by
Tjokorda Gede Agung Suyasa, prince of Ubud, and their implementation
supported by fund-raising campaigns among the readers of Bali's principal
newspaper, Bali Post {Bali Post 9 August 1991; Warta Hindu Dharma
292:16-8). The consecration of a pura (as Hindu sanctuaries are called in
Bali) on another island in the Indonesian archipelago is not new. Since the
1950s many new temples of the Balinese pura type have been dedicated
elsewhere in Indonesia. What makes this particular pura special, however,
as Gusti Ngurah Oka Supartha (b. 1943) explains, is that it was meant to be
a pura kayangan jagat (Supartha 1992/1993), of which there were no
examples outside Bali before 1992.

Tradition
According to David J. Stuart-Fox a pura kayangan jagat is a sanctuary at
the top of a hierarchy of local village and subak (associations of owners of
irrigated rice fields) temples. The Balinese conceive of a series of such
sanctuaries, only one of which is worthy of the highest regard, however,
namely Pura Besakih on the southern slopes of Mt. Agung in Bali. The
Pura Besakih also represents the top of the hierarchy of family sanctuaries,
unlike other pura kayangan jagat (Stuart-Fox 1987:67-9, 74-5).

Henk Schulte Nordholt informs us that this series of supra-local temples
is symbolized in the Pura Taman Ayun, the central state temple of Mengwi,
by shrines with an especially high tiered roof. He explains that a king was
only a king inasmuch as he was in control of at least one of the mountain-
top sanctuaries and one of the coastal ones, while the relative positions of
the shrines in the Pura Taman Ayun representing the other sanctuaries
showed his relationship to these other temples in virtue of his power over
the sanctuaries that were under his control. He could extend his power by
sponsoring the (re)construction of temples in the territory surrounding his
principality (Schulte Nordholt 1988:67-72).

The pura kayangan jagat are furthermore subject to the numerical
classifications that are still common in Bali today. Such classifications not
only were very common in India, but probably also were familiar in
autochthonous pre-Hindu Balinese culture. In these classifications the
numbers two, three, four, five, nine and eleven are especially important. The
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fourfold and eightfold classifications are closely linked through the centre
with the fivefold and ninefold divisions. The Balinese have no preference
for one or other of these classifications, the various systems having been
both reduced to a unitary one and further diversified. The unitary classi-
fications are used in meditation, in which one proceeds from nine to five, to
three, to two and finally to one.

The problem is, however, that the divisions vary and that the Pura
Besakih does not always occupy a central position, even though it is the
principal sanctuary of Bali. The various classifications of the kayangan
jagat apparently are the result of individual speculation by Brahmans.
These were obviously speculations after the event, since the temples were
not constructed with a view to expressing these divisions, but the
numerical classifications were devised once the temples had been built.
Another problem is that the precedence given Pura Besakih does not
derive from any central location in Bali (it is situated in the south-east of
the island), but rather from its location on the slopes of the island's
principal mountain.

This location possibly is the reason the Balinese did not prefer
classifications whereby this sanctuary was given a position in the centre.
The two kinds of division that became popular were the twofold division,
in which the Pura Batur was made the opposite of the Pura Besakih, and
the sixfold one, sad-kayangan, in which there is no centre and no
difference in the status of the temples concerned. As a result, changes
could be easily made to the latter. The Pura Besakih is always mentioned as
one of its components, however (Stuart-Fox 1987:75-7).

C.J. Grader (b. 1906) many years ago suggested that there might be a
connection with the doctrine of the lokapala, or gods of the eight principal
parts of the world, and with the nawa sanga, or ninefold classification
(Grader 1984:169), whereby the world is divided into nine: the eight points
of the compass and the centre. The implication of the doctrine of the
lokapala is that it assumes the presence of gods in every part of the world
(Parisada 1978:49). In traditional Bali it was obviously sufficient for them
to be connected with certain important places or mountains on the island.

Another, more political, perspective is that whereby a king in his temple
did not need to go beyond the boundaries of Bali to demonstrate the
greatness of his power. For before 1908 the political horizon of the
Balinese was confined to the territories making up the Balinese kingdoms
and adjacent territories. At that time the princes lacked the power to
extend the boundaries of their principalities beyond the island of Bali and
parts of Lombok. From the point of view of their traditional religion, the
territories of these principalities constituted the entire world, so that the
islands outside Bali were unimportant from a religious perspective. Al-
though many temples also had a shrine dedicated to the ancestors from
Majapahit (Covarrubias 1984:264-9), this shrine referred to the prince's
descent rather than to the extent of his power.
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Stuart-Fox mentions a report published in 1980 by the Institut Hindu
Dharma, the Parisada Hindu Dharma Indonesia's official institution for
higher education in the Hindu dharma (religion), of its investigations into
ancient texts concerning these classifications. The solution offered by this
report is a new ninefold division (nawa sanga) based on the twofold, six-
fold and fourfold classifications described in the Usana Bali, an Old Java-
nese text of unknown date. It is significant that in this ninefold classifica-
tion the Pura Besakih is located in the north-east (Stuart-Fox 1987:81-2).
In other words, it was considered sufficient by the Parisada even still in
1980 for these pura kayangan jagat to be confined to places on the island
of Bali.

New developments

All the above classifications were restricted to the island of Bali, and
sanctuaries outside Bali never formed any part of the system (see, for
example, Friederich 1849:31-2, Grader 1984:165, and Stuart-Fox 1987:80-
1). The founding of a pura kayangan jagat on the slopes of Mt. Semeru
therefore is a new development. Of this Gusti Ngurah Oka Supartha shows
himself to be well aware in his article in Warta Hindu Dharma in which he
gives an elaborate explanation of why it is proper to regard the Pura
Mandaragiri Semeru Agung as a pura kayangan jagat. He refers to the Old
Javanese text Tantu Panggelaran, where it relates how the top of the
Indian Mt. Mahameru was brought to Java to become Mt. Semeru in order
to stabilize the island (Tantu Panggelaran 66). He then goes on to relate
that according to ancient manuscripts found in Bali, pura kayangan jagat
have a close relationship with Mt. Semeru in Java (it should perhaps be
pointed out here that all pura kayangan jagat are located on Balinese
mountains). Next Supartha cites a lontar (palm-leaf manuscript) originating
from Brahmin priestly circles, entitled Raja Purana Sasana Candi Sapra-
lingga, according to which the top of Mt. Semeru was transferred to Bali
to stabilize this island, here becoming Mt. Agung. During transportation a
piece broke off, however, and this became Mt. Batur. Then the god of Mt.
Semeru, Dewa Pasupati, ordered his sons to settle on the tops of the
mountains of Bali. Dewa Pasupati thus is the father of the dewa (gods) of
the mountains on the tops of which the pura kayangan jagat are located.
This is Supartha's way of demonstrating that Mt. Semeru is the origin and
the centre of all pura kayangan jagat (Supartha 1992/1993).
f i t was agreed at a meeting on 11 May 1992, two months before the

official consecration of the Pura Mandaragiri Semeru Agung, to accord this
Pura the status of a pura kayangan jagat. This meeting was attended by
the governor of Bali, Ida Bagus Oka, the director-general of the department
of Hinduism and Buddhism of the Ministry of Religion in Jakarta, Gusti
Agung Gede Putra, representatives of the offices for religious affairs of the
provinces of East Java and Bali, and representatives of the Parisada Hindu
Dharma Indonesia, including its president, Ida Pedanda Gde Putra Telaga,
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and the most prominent figure in the organization, Ida Bagus Mantra
(1928-1995), who generally remains in the background. Also present was
Ida Bagus Putu Purwita (b. 1936) as representative of the Majelis Pembina
Lembaga Adat Propinsi Bali (Council for the Promotion of Adat
Institutions for the Province of Bali). The implication of the decision to
accord the Pura Mandaragiri Semeru Agung the status of pura kayangan
jagat is that the whole of the community of Indonesian Hindus is made
responsible for the worship of the gods of this sanctuary, although the
branch of the Parisada Hindu Dharma Indonesia of the district of
Lumajang, East Java, is responsible for the actual performance of the rituals
(Supartha 1992/1993). As we saw above, the innovative step of founding
pura kayangan jagat in islands of the Indonesian archipelago other than
Bali was officially sanctioned by all prominent figures of Balinese
Hinduism. Their move seems to be supported by many Hindus living in
Bali: since then hundreds of them have made a pilgrimage to the sanctuary7

in the same way as, in the past, to the other kayangan jagat in Bali.
On 31 October 1993 work started on the construction of a similar

temple, Pura Agung Kayangan Jagat Uttara Segara, in the town of Bitung,
60 kilometres to the east of Manado, the capital of the province of North
Sulawesi (Warta Hindu Dharma 320:15-6). It is important to note that
Bitung is located in the north of the Indonesian archipelago, and the name
of the sanctuary means literally 'kayangan jagat temple of the northern
side of the ocean'. In 1994 the Pura Pitamaha in Palangka Raya, the capital
of the province of Central Kalimantan, was also designated as a pura
kayangan jagat (Warta Hindu Dharma 325:21).

We may thus conclude that pura kayangan jagat are being built in
various places in the Indonesian archipelago. In one case, however, namely
that of the Pura Pitamaha in Palangka Raya, the sanctuary in question was
already in existence and came to be designated as a pura kayangan jagat
subsequently. All the places mentioned here are located in regions with a
substantial number of Hindu inhabitants. The Pura Mandaragiri Semeru
Agung lies on the slopes of Mt. Semeru, in the Tengger mountain area, a
region known for its relatively large Hindu population. The town of Bitung
also is home to a large number of Hindus, both fishermen and sailors
(Warta Hindu Dharma 320:15-6). Palangka Raya is the capital of a
province which is home to many Ngaju Dayak, who are adherents of the
Keharingan religion which, as we have already seen, is one of the tribal
religions incorporated into the Parisada after 1968. This seems to confirm
Stuart-Fox's idea that a pura kayangan jagat is a regional temple which
stands at the top of the hierarchy, the basis of which is made up of local
temples.

Personal communication by H.I.R. Hinzler.
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The construction of pura kayangan jagat is paralleled by that of pura
agung jagatnatha in the district capitals of Bali, and in some provincial
capitals outside Bali. The first pura of the latter category, that in the
Javanese town of Yogyakarta, dates from the 1980s (Bakker 1993:234-5);
the second is found in Banjarmasin, the capital of the province of South
Kalimantan (Warta Hindu Dharma 338:28; 345:25). The construction of
these was also undertaken on the initiative of the Parisada.

The presence of the gods and the presence of the government
We may conclude that the extension of Balinese Hinduism over the entire
Indonesian archipelago has been backed by an increase in the scale of
rituals. It is no longer sufficient to have pura kayangan jagat solely on the
island of Bali. In order to integrate Hindus throughout Indonesia it has
become necessary to provide opportunities for performing the required
rituals in other parts of the country.

The concept of pura kayangan jagat used to reflect, among other
things, the presence of gods all over Bali. Now that there are so many
Hindus outside Bali, it has obviously become necessary to show that the
gods are present not only all over Bali but also all over the Indonesian
archipelago. In a sense this development may be regarded as a 'ritual
annexation' of Indonesia as a whole, designed to help Indonesian Hindus
feel at home - also as far as religion is concerned - in every part of the
country.

However, there might be another motive behind the construction of
pura kayangan jagat outside Bali, though I am somewhat hesitant about
pointing this out, since I am under the impression that the relevant
initiatives originate from several different persons and institutions. In any
case it is known that the princely court of Ubud played an important part
in the initiative to build the sanctuary on the slopes of the Javanese Mt.
Semeru.8 The idea for the construction of a pura kayangan jagat in
Palangka Raya in Central Kalimantan, as well as for that of pura agung
jagatnatha in the district capitals of Bali and provincial capitals elsewhere
in Indonesia, probably originated with the Parisada. All these temples are
sponsored by the Indonesian state. So there is a parallel between the
prince of Mengwi and the Indonesian Republic, since both are
constructing supra-local temples all over their territory. Now that the
Indonesian state is behind the construction of such sanctuaries, however,
the territory where new temples have to be built no longer is Bali, or a
particular part of Bali, but the whole of the Indonesian archipelago. The

8 Personal communication by participants of the Third International Bali Studies
Workshop, Sydney, July 1995, including Tjokorda Raka Kerthayasa, who is a member
of the princely court of Ubud. We saw above that Tjokorda Gede Agung Suyasa, the
prince of Ubud, was president of the construction committee for the temple (Bakker
1993:238).
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initiative is mostly taken by the Parisada, but because of the close
relationship between it and the national government, it is clear to Hindus
all over Indonesia that the Parisada's policies are backed by the national
government.

The role of the small princely court of Ubud in this connection is inter-
esting. It seems as though it is assuming the responsibilities that were once
fulfilled by the courts of Bali, as we have seen with regard to Mengwi ear-
lier in this article. lts duties now involve participation in the (re)construc-
tion of pura outside its own territory, thus enhancing its own authority.

A new centre outside Bali?

One point not referred to by Supartha in his arguments is that the piece of
rock that became the principal mountain of Bali originated from the
Javanese Mt. Semeru, so that Mt. Semeru can in fact be regarded as having
a higher place in the hierarchy than Mt. Agung. This would make it
obvious that the pura on the slopes of the Javanese Mt. Semeru should
become the centre of the pura kayangan jagat. Perhaps Supartha's silence
on this point can be explained as the outcome of a deliberate desire not to
pursue this line of reasoning, as it might endanger the central position of
the Balinese in contemporary Indonesian Hinduism. It should not be
forgotten in this connection that Supartha himself is a Balinese Hindu.

A step further would be to make India the centre of these sanctuaries.
The only current information I have with reference to this point is that
there is an increase in the number of trips to India by Balinese Hindus,
many of whom make their journey a kind of pilgrimage by visiting the most
important holy places of Hinduism there (personal communication by Ida
Bagus Made Dharma Palguna). However, I am not aware of any official
steps being taken in this direction.

At present the influence exercised by these journeys does not extend
beyond what we know from the past. For example, the prominent Parisada
leader between 1968 and 1991, Ida Bagus Oka Punyatmadja (b. 1930), in
1953 went to study in India, returning in 1955 to lead the Hindus of
Indonesia under the influence of the teachings he had received abroad.

3. Retrospection

Persistence of the trend towards Indonesianization

The 1990s are witnessing a continuation in the progress towards an
Indonesian national form of Hinduism. In the first place the Parisada Hindu
Dharma Indonesia adapted a part of its organization to the context of the
Indonesian Republic by shifting the base of its executive committee to the
national capital.

A second development, in the intellectual sphere, is the attempts by
Hindus to participate in the national religious debate. They are trying more
than ever before to establish links with the ideas prevalent among Muslims
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and Christians. The tone adopted here seems more assertive than before. In
earlier times Hindus tried to secure a position for their religion that was
equal to that of other world religions such as Islam and Christianity.
Recently they have started asserting the superiority of Hinduism over
other religions, including Islam and Christianity.

In addition there is the development of new national rituals around
nyepi, which are performed outside Bali - twice in the Indonesian capital
and twice in places with special memories of one of the ancient Javanese
kingdoms: The fact that the centre of these rituals lies outside Bali confirms
the Indonesianization of Balinese Hinduism. This new trend is attended
with a higher frequency in the performance of the large-scale rituals in
Besakih, which are attended by Hindus from all over the Indonesian
archipelago - officially in obedience to prescriptions in traditional Balinese
texts, though one may assume that these ceremonies were not performed
here in earlier periods. We may thus speak of a growing number of
national, all-Indonesian rituals.

In the fourth place, regional Hindu communities are acquiring their own
major sanctuaries, which can be visited by their brothers and sisters from
Bali. An increasing number of Balinese are, in fact, making pilgrimages to
Hindu centres in other islands, particularly Java. Java is, of course, given
preference because many Balinese Hindus regard the Hinduism that
flourished in Java in ancient times as the mother of their own religion. This
development is becoming more than ever before reciprocal, with more and
more Balinese Hindus visiting Hindus in other islands, whereas in the past
Hindus from other islands used to come to Bali without the Balinese ever
paying any visits to Hindus and Hindu sites beyond their island. Naturally
improved Communications are playing an important part here. The fact that
thousands of Hindus are at present living outside Bali is also important,
however.

Although a growing number of Balinese Hindus are also travelling to
India, it is too early to discern any new developments as a result of this
trend.

Future troubles between Balinese and other Indonesian Hindus?

Another important development is that a number of Hindu communities
outside Bali, especially in the city of Jakarta, have become larger than their
counterparts in villages in Bali. No wonder, then, that these communities
are contributing more and more to the development of Hinduism in the
Indonesian archipelago as a whole, which is resulting in a less central role
for Bali. However, a takeover of this role by other Indonesian regions still
seems to lie in the distant future.

Hindu communities particularly in Java consist mainly of people from
Bali. So while the island of Bali is becoming less central, the Balinese are
still retaining their focal position. Although some non-Balinese are
participating in the development of Hinduism, the key positions are still in
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the hands of Balinese. Supartha's silence on the point of a possibly higher
status of the sanctuary on the slopes of the Javanese Mt. Semeru is
significant. It creates an impression as though he is aware of the threat
posed by the growing importance of Hindu communities in Java.

A major obstacle to a more intensive participation of non-Balinese
Hindus in developments in Indonesian Hinduism is the position of the
pedanda. The leading personality in Indonesian Hinduism Ida Bagus
Mantra has asserted that the Parisada Hindu Dharma Indonesia derives its
authority from the Paruman Sulinggih, or Council of Priests, with its
majority of pedanda. This in his view is mainly why the Parisada has met
with more success than previous modern Hindu organizations.9 It is an
absolute condition, however, that a pedanda should come from the ranks
of Brahmans. The only Indonesians accepted as Brahmans by Balinese
Hindus are those who come from Balinese Brahman families. So far, non-
Balinese have not been accepted as pedanda, therefore. The highest
position in Indonesian Hinduism that is accessible to non-Balinese is that
of a resi - someone who has received the education and ordination of a
pedanda without being of Brahman descent - though even this is
uncertain, since traditionally only members of the tri-wangsa, the three
higher ranks of Balinese society, could become resi. Another difficulty
here is that, however high the esteem in which resi may be held, they lack
the authority of pedanda in the ritual sphere. But perhaps the future will
offer new solutions.10 As Gede Pitana points out, the authoritative position
of pedanda is not unwarranted. He cites the example of certain non-
Brahmin priests in Bali itself who are struggling for an equal position in
important rituals. Sometimes they are successful (Pitana 1995) - a
development which might have important implications for the position of
the priests of the Tenggerese Hindus in Eastern Java, who, according to
Robert W. Hefner, are of a rank comparable to that of the Balinese resi
bhujangga (Hefner 1985:271-6).

The state and Hindus, and Hindus and the state

All these developments are taking place in a state in which the government
plays a dominant role. Balinese Hinduism is closely involved in this role of
the government's, since its major organization has become an integral part
of Golkar, the political party that supports the government. The question
therefore is: who is using whom? The answer is not unequivocal, since
there are many things in this field that remain hidden from view, while in-
depth research is impossible.

As this article has shown nonetheless, the government and Parisada are
cooperating closely, with the government striving to demonstrate to the
Hindus that the authorities are as supportive of them as the ancient Hindu

9 Personal communication in an interview conducted 8 November 1990.
10 There are, after all, Brahmans of non-Balinese descent in India!
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kings of Bali used to be. The president and vice-president attend Hindu
rituals with a national all-Indonesian character, and the government
provides financial and other forms of support for such rituals, as well as for
the construction and maintenance of Hindu sanctuaries. In the meantime it
is hoping that its behaviour in this respect, and in particular with regard to
the rituals of a national character, will convince Hindu and non-Hindu
Indonesians alike that the government of the Republic of Indonesia is the
only real successor to the ancient Hindu kings of Java. In fact, the national
government of Indonesia is trying to create the impression that it is
following in the footsteps of the ancient rajas of Bali in this respect and
that it itself is the best raja the Balinese Hindus could have. The obvious
corollary is of course that the Hindus are expected to support the
government. On the other hand, there is some reservation on the part of the
government observable, perhaps because it does not wish to offend the
Muslim majority.

Meanwhile, the Parisada has its own agenda. lts main objective
originally was to prevent the disappearance of the religion of the Balinese
ancestors, and later, after the migration of Balinese to other Indonesian
islands, to see that they did not embrace the dominant religions there. At
best, they might make some accommodations and adopt some of the
characteristics of the majority religions, the most important being the
emphasis on monotheism and the formulation of a creed. Furthermore, the
Parisada introduced instruction in Hindu religion in schools and other
educational institutions and - especially after the spread of thousands of
Balinese over other islands of the Indonesian archipelago - secured
recognition for at least one Hindu religious festival as a national holiday.
For the achievement of these objectives it expected to receive assistance
by establishing Hindu institutions in islands other than Bali. Indeed, such
assistance was offered by the government.

My personal impression is that both parties benefited from this mutual
co-operation, but the government the more so because it put down the
markers.
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